"Terms and Conditions of this Newsletter.
The views expressed on this Newsletter are those of each Author and not necessarily those of the Rolls-Royce Club of Australia.
The information contained in this material is only for information purposes. The material does not constitute advice and you should not rely on any
material in this web site to make (or refrain from making) any decision or take (or refrain from taking) any action.
We do not make any warranty or representation as to the accuracy or fitness for purpose of any material in this Newsletter.
In no event do we accept liability of any description, including liability for negligence, for any damages or losses (including, without limitation, loss of
business, revenue, profits, or consequential loss) whatsoever resulting from use of or inability to use this Newsletter.
The information contained in this Newsletter may contain technical inaccuracies and typographical errors. The information contains material submitted
and created by third parties. We exclude all liability for any illegality arising from or error, omission or inaccuracy in such material" The purpose of these
self-help gatherings is to gain a better understanding and a working knowledge of the vehicles in our charge. It does not nor is it intended to imply that
the work carried out on these vehicles will replace the expert knowledge of those that specialise in this field. Each owner is strongly encouraged to keep
his or her motorcar maintained by a qualified professional unless they have a thorough working knowledge of the vehicle themselves.

Members and Guests Present:
Mark and Terry Herbstreit, Robert Wort Rolls-Royce Silver Spur ANC 04359, Lionel Gell 1975 Rolls-Royce Silver
Shadow SRH21205, Simon Roberts, Laurence Bottomley 1968 Bentley T Series SBH4064, Terry Farrow, Peter
Jordan-Hill 1962 Rolls-Royce Silver Cloud II SAE581, Steve Young 1981 Rolls-Royce Silver Spirit ASB02767, Robert
Harris, Mark Walton 1973 Rolls-Royce Silver Shadow LWB LRH14951, Graeme Haley, Terry Harris, Edward
Zygmunt, Alan and Janne Long, Alan Jorden, Graham Thorpe1974 Rolls-Royce Silver Shadow SRH19590, Adrian
Hill, Chris Collins, Paul Dabrowski, Troy Sartori 1968 Bentley T Series SBH3629, Ken Long 1962 Rolls-Royce Silver
Cloud II LWB LCD24, David Thomas 1975 Rolls-Royce Silver Shadow SRH20104.
WE FINALLY GOT STEVE’S BRAKE SPHERES CHANGED.
Readers might recall some time back when we had a gas sphere changing day on some SZ Series cars.
You might also recall that Steve Young’s Silver Spirit wasn’t too willing to give up its brake spheres. Well, since then, Terry
Herbstreit had fashioned a much larger version of our chain wrench and with the extra leverage it offered, we all thought it
would make short work of removing these stubborn spheres.
Alas! It was not to be. Either Superman installed them last time or they had been in place for such a long period
that they had simply seized in the thread (Remember, the spheres should be changed every five years.).
There was certainly no problem with leverage but there was a real concern that the mounting bracket would snap
under pressure (It was moving more than the sphere was). It left us with no other option than to remove the whole
assembly out in one piece, place it on a vice to hold the mounting firm and give it another go with the chain wrench.
It didn’t seem to matter how many times Terry tried, this unit was so entrenched it was not going to budge. Now,
I’ve been told by many to use another method of sphere removal but our group has resisted it as, not only is it frowned
upon by the company but it is potentially harmful to the other components and the person carrying the job out itself should
undue care be taken.
I refer to the method of using a hammer and chisel on the side of the sphere as an impact tool to dislodge the unit
from its mounting. We were not happy to use this somewhat brutal method but all other attempts had failed dismally and
this was an absolute last resort. We HAD to remove that confounded sphere!
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Clockwise From The Top.
That Blasted Sphere Just Won’t Budge.
Terry H. Inspects The Mounting.
With Home Made Torch In Hand, Terry Considers His Options.
Just One More Try With The Chain Wrench.
The Decision Is Made. Terry Takes Off The Mounting.

Well, the decision came that this was going to be the only way to dislodge it so Terry reluctantly got the chisel and
gave it a few short sharp, but gentle raps to the side of the body. It soon became apparent that it was going to need more
than the gentle touch so the hammer hit the chisel a little harder.
Finally there was a hint of movement and with a little persistence the sphere surrendered. We had to do the same
thing with the second sphere as well and as there was no date stamp to be seen anywhere, it looked as though the spheres
had been on for a very long time. I reiterate that this method of removal should only be used as an absolute last resort but
sometimes, the preferred method simply isn’t enough.
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Having got that little episode out of the way and after installing the new spheres, it was time to have some lunch.
We usually have our meetings at Roadstar Automotive but one of our regular Members, Lionel Gell has just had a
second double garage built which incorporates a pit, a crane and quite a few other useful implements and as Lionel so
generously offered the use of this facility to us, we thought we’d take it up.
Actually the pit proved quite handy as a small team can work above and below the car at the same time which can
cut down working times considerably.
As an aside, Lionel has been quite productive around his fine Art-Deco styled residence as well. Being water
conscious (We have suffered an 11 year drought remember), Lionel had installed two large rain water tanks that blend into
the surroundings and uses this for all his gardening and workshop needs and his rear patio provided a good atmosphere for
our barbeque. Thanks Lionel.

Terry Farrow Took On The Role Of Cook As
Steve Was Working On His Spirit This Time.

Enjoying The Feast. The Rainwater
Tanks Can Be Seen In The Background.

Simon Roberts Enjoys a Snag with
Alan’s Better Half, Janne Long.

After sating ourselves and prior to getting on with the next job, we helped Lionel reposition his grand piano in his
lounge – the thing weighs half a tonne.
Now back to the next project – my car.
My digital clock had been working intermittently for some time now and it was driving me bonkers. The advantage
with the old analogue clocks was that if it stopped working and the hands were frozen in place; at least the clock would be
bang on time twice a day. No such luck with a digital as it was guaranteed to elude the correct time ad nauseum.
All joking aside, I figured that it must be a loose connection as it did occasionally show itself on the fascia panel but
disappeared as soon as I tried to adjust it. I gave up on the outside temperature gauge years ago as it never worked from
the day I acquired the car and put up with the -88 C reading. I was informed that it would be expensive to fix as it would
probably require a new sensor unit.
Terry Herbstreit is a dab hand at all things electrical so I knew he would be the person to ask about it and he soon
had the veneer off the dashboard. I got more than I bargained for in the end because, not only did Terry fix the clock, but I
now have my outside temperature gauge working for the first time as well.
I’ll explain what he did as best as I can in case any Silver Spirit/Spur (or other SZ derivatives), have the same
problem so they may be able to fix it themselves.
You need to remove the four small brass screws from the fascia panel to access the unit beneath. The digital clock
unit is also held in by four screws and the whole assembly can be removed carefully from the fascia (As shown in the photo
below left). Now remove the five screws (after you have unplugged the assembly from the wiring loom), from the plastic
backing plate of the unit to reveal the circuitry (Below).
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It would be prudent to mention here that there are many small bits such as the clock setting buttons that can fall
out when you take the unit apart, so please make sure that you have a small plastic container to put all the bits in to avoid
losing them.
Taking care not to drop the small buttons underneath, gently remove the white spacers (There are five of them
where the screws went through), and carefully pull out the circuit.

You will note that the printed circuit is folded over on itself like a small booklet and hinged all the way down.
Now this is where Terry found the problem.
Some of the soldering had worked itself loose over the decades, thus starving the accessories of power supply.
The arrows in the photo below point to the loose connections that required re-soldering but you may find more
loose points on your own unit.
Be extra careful not to use too much solder or may short
out the circuit altogether and you will need a reasonably
powerful soldering iron with resin-cored solder to carry out a
reasonable soldering job.
Now put everything back together, making sure that all
the little buttons are correctly returned to their original
positions; plug the unit back onto the loom and turn on the
ignition to test the unit.
Providing that the sender unit to the temperature gauge
is in working order, your outside temperature gauge should now
be working (Along with your clock and travel timer).
When you are satisfied that everything works, put
everything back in the reverse order that you did to dismantle it.
The photo below shows the end result.

Very satisfying!
We are very grateful to Lionel for sharing his
new garage and pit with us and he has offered us the
use of it again in the future.

Here We See Lionel (Extreme Left) With Lawrence Bottomley (Centre) And
Adrian Hill (Right) Out The Front Of His New Garage.
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Now just for pure indulgence; here are some shots of our Member’s cars.

Yours Truly In Front Of Lionel’s Garage With My Silver Spur

Lionel’s Shadow Safely Tucked Away In His Other Garage.

Laurence’s T Series With Troy’s In The Background

Steve Young’s Spirit Over The Pit.

Simon Roberts Brought In His Wild Cat.

Ken’s Silver Cloud II LWB With The Master’s View On The Next Page.
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Graeme Haley Brought Along Some Italian Take-Away With His Maserati.

Peter Jordan-Hill Gave His Green Beast
A Rest And Arrived In His Cloud II

While Graham Thorpe (Red Shadow)
And Mark Walton (Grey LWB Shadow) Park In The Street.

‘Til next time folks,
Happy and safe motoring

Robert Wort
The Last Comment Belongs To Lionel
(Ah, The Open Road)

************************************************************

